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We Are Pepsi. Resistance Is
Futile. You Will Be Assimilated.

Pepsi, “The Choice ofA New Generation,”

or so RIT would have you believe. Hope you
freshman like it, because it’s certianly the
choice ofyour stay at RIT (as well as next year’s
freshman, and the following year’s freshman,

and the subsequent seven freshman classes
after that). That’s right, the good ole red,
white, and blue circle with a wave logo is here

for the next decade—exclusively.
Now, it’s not really that big a deal. A cola

is a cola and most people can probably endure
a Pepsi, even if they are devout Coke drinkers.
If you really need a Coke, you can always swing
over to the nearest Wegmans and get it by

the caseload. What about Snapple though? Or
Sobe? Or Nantucket Nectars? How about
Arizona? Heck, we even have Pepsi water now
(sold uner the label Aquafina)! Where did all

our choices go? Pepsi has conveniently swept
them under the rug and the RIT administra
tion, with the dollar-signs dancing in their

eyes, has just stood by nodding approvingly.
Now of course, there are benefits to this

contract. The RIT administration maintains

that we are getting “multi-millions of dollars.”
Will this money decrease your tuition?
Absolutely! Based on an approximate student

body of 15,000, if all the money goes toward

a tuition decrease, you will save a whopping

$16.67 this year (and that’s before taxes). That
should buy you one third of a textbook from
Campus Connections next quarter. According

to RIT, the money from the Pepsi contract will
be used to help fund, among other things, the
new field house. Let’s just say, hypothetically,

RIT dumped all the contract’s money into the
construction of the proposed field house, a
structure that will cost tens of millions of
dollars. The $2.5 million from this contract

won’t even pay for the first five rows of
bleachers.

Furthermore, to technically abide by the

contract, only Pepsi products may be
“dispensed” on campus. Notice the contract

clearly states dispensed, rather than sold.

That’s right Student Government. That Rock ‘n’

Jock picnic you had two weeks ago with case
upon case of Coca-Cola, violated the new Pepsi
contract. Though enforcement will be diffi
cult, all student clubs and organizations must
abide. We are Pepsi. Resistance is futile. You
will be assimilated.

For an organization such as Reporter, or
WITR, or any other campus media who rely on
advertisement revenue in order to stay in busi

ness, this contract hurts even more. Adver
tisements of any non-alcholic beverages are
not permitted, unless that cute little red,

white, and blue circle with a wave makes its
way into the ad. Now, that little girl with the
funky voices is pretty cute, but isn’t this a bit
much? What about our rights to solicit ads? Do

you think Snapple will mind if their ad is run
with a Pepsi disclaimer over it?

Red, White, and Blue stand for more than

just Pepsi though. They stand for America,
land of the free. RIT sees this contract as “free
money,” and it truly is. But what about our
rights as consumers? Doesn’t RIT get enough
of our hard-earned money every year, at least
enough so that we should have a say in a

matter that will affect us so strongly? (Orga
nizations that the contract will affect weren’t
invited to the negotiating table and weren’t
informed of any of the specifics until just last

week!) The fact is, the benefits of this
contract—an exclusive rights contract that
locks us into the Pepsi stronghold for ten
years—just aren’t good enough to warrant it.

Where is our freedom RIT?

tS~db
Nicholas R. Spittal

Editor in Chief

NOTE: It’s not too late! The Pepsi contract has
not yet been signed. If you don’t like it, do
something about it. Tell Student Govenment

and watch for announcements of a forum
concerning the matter.

Sincerely,

Andrew Badera
Democrat, and rather regretful of it at the moment

Editorial OPIe
Op~.,1 L~rmR TO HILLARY

“The trouble with political
jokes is they get elected.”

—anonymous
~7’ell, Mrs. Clinton, you are one political joke I hope not see elected. So
you’re a Yankees fan now, are you? To the core, I bet. And a new City

address, how nice for you, is it payed for by taxpayers by any chance? And
speaking of payed for, exactly who is it that pays for the www.hillary2000.org
website?

“HilIary2000.org” is registered to “Nationwide Corporation,” which lists
a California address in the Network Solutions, Inc. domain name database,
but lists an administrative contact number for Chris Casey, of Casey Commu

nications, in Virginia. Interestingly enough, Mr. Casey’s website
(www.casey.com) has the following to say about his present role in life: Mr.

Casey is “currently employed in the United States Senate, by the Democratic
Technology and Communications Committee, part of the Democratic Lead
ership Committees. (Mr. Casey’s] job is to help Senate Democrats get online.”

Wow Hil, first, WAY TO SUPPORT NEW YORK STATE! I’m sure busi

nesses here love you already, so why not score another big hit with the more
conservative voters? Second, why so many apparent layers of hidden owner
ship behind the website? A new form of hidden campaign contributions, or

merely simple deceit inherently manifest in the nature of modern politicians
and their associates? Finally, did I MISS SOMETHING? “...to help Senate
Democrats get online”—since when are you a Democratic Senator, Hillary?

Again I must question, who exactly is paying for this site?

Go home guileful carpetbagger, the Empire State doesn’t need or want
those who abuse and take advantage of we the taxpayers.

Students, faculty, and staff—this page is yours to fill! Submit your opinions,

reactions to articles, or letters to the editor. Speak up and be heard. We need
you to fill this page! Submissions may be sent to reporter@rit.edu or dropped
off in our office in room A-426 of the SAU. Please include your name and

phone number. Let’s get writing!
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by MoHica Haley
Once again, RIT is experiencing its
largest entering freshman class in
history. This represents a familiar trend:

each glass has been larger than the
previous for six consecutive years.
Entering freshmen make up a currently

undetermined number of students;
presently, 2,746 students are housed

through ResLife. No official number will
be available until a census is taken on
the twenty-first day of the term.

“The Office of Institution and Policy
Studies will have the actual count of

enrolled students once things are settled
later on in September,” stated Richard
Pettinger, Assistant Registrar at the

Office of the Registrar. “Fall term has
more students than any other time, but

over the past ten years most offices have
made adjustments to deal with the large

amount of students.”

convenient as possible, despite th

class, many offices remained open

throughout the summer. This way
students could come in during summer

to make schedules, choose a food plan,
and have ID cards made. “This spreads
out the work over a large amount of

time, rather than compacting everything
students need to do into one dense list
in a short amount of time,” Pettinger

explained.
From its beginning, RIT has been

accepting more students than planned.
When the Mechanics Institute (as RIT
was once known) first opened, 400

students enrolled. This number was
twice as many as the school was
prepared to handle.

One effect of ever-increasing enroll
ment that students have no choice to

observe is the sight of widespread
renovations progressing on cam
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Illustration by Michael Freeman

Residents in Residence Radisson
Rumors circulated around all summer: “Are there really

students living in the Radisson?” Close to 300 students,
consisting of freshmen, international students, and
transfer students, have indeed enjoyed, or been frus

trated by, a stay at the nearby hotel.
Jeanais Brodie, Director of Center for

Residence Life, had this to offer: “The Radisson acts as

residence for the several students whom do not get
placed in a residence hall immediately.” Students were

placed in permanent residence hall rooms, with over
flow being diverted to the Radisson starting September

9. The fate of students currently residing in the hotel
is based on ‘no-shows.”

Accepted students who have not claimed their

dorm by September 6 are considered no-shows.
Freshmen are placed in halls first. “We do not antici

pate anyone being there (the Radisson] after September
27.” Living in a hotel has its benefits; the bathroom

situation is more private, and shuttle buses are
provided. To create the “dorm experience,” Reside

Assistants support the students; however, the only
true way to live dorm life is by living in the dorms.

Within the next cou le week II n ill

and parents’ weekend.
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How safe is the RIT computer network? P/
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8. What Do Students Really Want?

CAB has a whole new gameplan after last year’s dismal lineup.

14. Opinion
Watch your back, watch your drink...How safe can you be?

19. Word on the Street
This week, Reporter took to the streets to get students’
reactions to the new Pepsi contract.
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Virtuoso
Makes

Appearance
by Jeff Prystajko

Show Me The

by Josh Sterns

The Never—Endin Procession of
Renovations Continues1

The cycle continues; another year,
another ceremony. Anybody who

attended last year’s 1st Convocation
for New Students will probably
shudder when asked to remember
Robert KennedyJr. droning about the
environment. This year, some things

remained the same—freshmen who
didn’t attend were faced with
possible judicial action; however, it

was the upperclassmen who didn’t
show up that really missed out. The
keynote speaker, jaron Lanier—a
renowned computer scientist, and

coiner of the term “virtual reality”—
was an absolute pleasure to listen to.

‘The afternoon included a brief
address by RIT~resident Albert

Sirnone in which he listed several of

• “the Institute’s major accomplish
‘~~ñ~S an~i achievements over the

• past yea~, including t•he recent

app~arance of RIT in IllS News &
‘World Report.~s Annual~uiwey of top

• ‘schools. In addition, two,trustees, Mr.

E: Kent Damon and Mi~ Lucius R.
,.‘Go.rdon, received Honorary

Deg.~ees—t.he highest form of
• recogniti6n a college can bestow

upon someone who has made
outstanding contributions to the
academic community and beyond.

Lastly, Student Government

President, Patrick Bavaro-Phelan,
introduced Mr. Lanier, who spoke
about the future and the possibilities

of computers. Even though he
invented virtual reality, he didn’t
intend for it to be a technology that

would detract from reality and human
interaction, but instead as a way or

peop e to get in touch with each
other much more easily nd interac
tively. “With computers, we’re
changing what it is to be human.”

Concluding his speech, Lanier
remarked that technology today is
basically derived from what computer
scientists and engineers created

decades ago. We’re onl modifying

or adding Onto existing ideas, rather
hen totally rethinking them and

coming u with better and more
creative ways to accomplish our

goals. Finally, commenting on
everything that we have now that was

created by our predecessors, he said,
“Question all of it.”.

RIT was “shown the money” this summer in
the form of several large grants, received from
both the government and the private sector.

The largest was in the amount of

$300,000—a state grant given to the Center for
Integrated Manufacturing Studies. Since 1996,
RIT has received over $900,000 from the state

for this program.
Says Margaret Ferber, associate

vice-president for finance and administration,

“RIT is excited about the increased activity in
grants and contracts. Higher education,

industry and government are combining their
resources and working together on challenging
problems and opportunities for innovation.”

She also feels that the faculty and students of
•RlT”ha~iean’importantr’ole to play in this

effort.”,
RIT also neceived’.a ‘grant from Sun

.~, Microsystems, who will be providing cash and

equipment for advanced development on two

new Sun technologies. Computer Science
Professor James.Heliotis says, “Our goal is to

take Stin’s cutting-edge resear,cji and co~me up
with ideas for using,it.”

Other grants received include $150,000
from the Empire State Development Corp., and

$600,000 from the Nat.ional Science
Foundation, which will be awarded over two

years and shared with two other universities,

MIT and University of Detroit Mercy.’

s the year 2000 approaches, RIT is allocating resources
for two new buildings—a new food service building, the West End
Ma~ketplace, and an athletic arena, the Field House (better known,

perhaps, as the “SimoneDome”).
In the spring of 1998, a marketing specialist came to RIT to

survey the future dining needs of the students and faculty. Over

1,400 responded to the survey, which concluded that a new food
service building was desirable near the Gosnell, Carey, and CIMS

buildings. RIT’s construction department, along with Thomas
Ricca Associates, are designing and discussing a budget for this
new building.

The West End Marketplace will be located to the west of the
Carey building, and to the north of S lot. The many different

types of cuisine that will be served at the West End Marketplace
are sure to fit your pleasure. Whether you feel like having
Mexican, or are suffering a yearning for Italian, the West End

Marketplace will be sure to satisfy your every craving. Meal plans
will also be accepted at The West End Marketplace, whether

dining in or taking your meal to go.
Attached to the dining facility will also be a small

convenience store that will sell household needs, such as
detergent and milk. A copy center where color copies can be made

and paper goods bought will also fit into the complex. Right
now, RIT is waiting on a final budget for the West End Market-
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Also lielpiita with the uipetlilta phases is ;i eoluunittee of

faculty and students ruin various areas. Ihis committee net over

the past summer to diseuss what would he tile best for KIT in

‘~p~’~ to a iiew atliletme ;ireiia. When the proposal is fimtuslied it
\Vill be presented ba hoard of trustees and hnther deeisions tvill

he ni~ide at the end of tins ntomttht. hindu <uk. viee president of

student ;iffans, stated, “Mv hope and the impe of the president

is hir the field House to he 1)11111 as soon as possible. hlte held

House will take one year to I S nionthts to build. It will he attaeltecl

to the Student life Center ~utcI the u~e arena and still be used for
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Itotht if these new huuldi ti.ts will tot oitlv make life easier liii

1)0th student and faculty at a 1<11. hut will make our experience

here more eitjovahle. •
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Virtuoso
Makes

Appearance
by Jeff Prystajko

Show Me The

by Josh Sterns
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renowned computer scientist, and

coiner of the term “virtual reality”—
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‘~~ñ~S an~i achievements over the

• past yea~, including t•he recent

app~arance of RIT in IllS News &
‘World Report.~s Annual~uiwey of top

• ‘schools. In addition, two,trustees, Mr.

E: Kent Damon and Mi~ Lucius R.
,.‘Go.rdon, received Honorary

Deg.~ees—t.he highest form of
• recogniti6n a college can bestow

upon someone who has made
outstanding contributions to the
academic community and beyond.
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II right, imagination exercise.‘ Picture a room, four walls. In
one corner, we have a bunch

~ of students that feel like‘ laughing tonight. They want to see

a comic on campus. In another
corner, everyone is screaming for
some local bands to come play RIT’s
stages. Turn around; now there are
some clamoring for a big-name act

to be nice enough to turn down‘ playing at the Blue Across Arena to
visit our campus instead. And finally,
standing in the last corner are‘ members of CAB—the CollegeAc
tivities Board—wondering how in
the world are they going to

P satisfy everyone.
Not an easy task, to say the

least, but it has to be done. Curious

I as to how CAB would be strategizing
their plans this year, Reporter spoke
with Jaime Strock, CAB President,

I and Julie Morgan, CAB Advisor, to
get their takes on the 1999-2000
RIT Entertainment “Season.”

How
Major entertainers—not

I exactly the top words on most
people’s mind when asked to
describe the kinds of shows RIT

gets.Just ask any returning student

to try and recall last year’s musical
lineup, but be prepared to stand and

~ wait about 10 minutes while they

think. But, as the old adage goes,
“Times are a changin’,” so is the

~ outlook here on campus. Already
before October’s Brick City
Festival—typically the first major

I

Emaiton..
It~ Rlive!

One annual RIT tradition is the

year-end Emanon festival—a
weekend celebration complete with

a carnival, games, and shows—and
anyone who attended last year’s will
recall dismal weather, and more
importantly, the last-minute addi

tion of comic D.L. Hughley as the

top act (when nobody else was avail
able). According to Strock, “Last

year was a difficult programming
year. We had the money, and there

was nothing available. Everything
we got was canceled, or for some
reason, fell through....We got
several confirmations, and they all

canceled, and by the time we got to
the date, it was ‘what’s left?”

Learning from this experience, CAB
is deciding to change Emanon this
year. Contrary to what has been

spread around campus that Emanon
is dead, only the format of the event

is changing. The weekend carnival in
M-Lot will continue as always, but
the nighttime concert will happen

separately, most likely in March. “By
having it in May, we’re competing

with every other campus in the US—
everybody’s looking for bands that
weekend. I figure if we move it up

a month, we’ll have a better chance

of finding a better act.”

his summer I had the pleasure of visiting one of
western New York’s finest amusement parks—
Six Flags Darien Lake (SFDL). For people who are
expecting high octane, exhilarating roller coasters

and water rides, this park will not
disappoint. A day at SFDL will surely wear you out
trying to get on all the great rides; I was personally
exhausted after just one afternoon.
With five world-class roller coasters and several dozen

other rides to go on, there is no way any one person
could possibly go on all the rides in a single visit.
The Viper, for instance, was the first roller coaster

to be built back in 1982. Even this “old” coaster
doesn’t have the impressive statistics that the new
hi-tech ones do; yet it still continues to be an
impressive ride. There was a 15-minute wait for it—

a sort of anomaly for a roller coaster during a busy
summer Saturday afternoon. Even though this ride
boasts only a 75-foot drop and a maximum speed of 50
miles per hour, it did seem fast and exciting, turning the

rider upside-down five times with a double corkscrew
and a 360-degree loop.
One coaster I didn’t like was The Predator. This nine-year-

old wooden coaster was too painful to be
worth the wait. Even though it was
quite fast and had great turns, I
bounced around the poorly

padded seat a bit too much to
enjoy the ride. I couldn’t
breathe and was holding my

che~t to ease some of the jarring.
It didn’t work. By the time I got off, I had a headache and my upper torso
was sore. Stay away from The Predator—unless, of course, you’re an

insane masochist.

The newest, greatest, most popular, and perhaps
the most well-known roller coaster at SFDL is the

Superman Ride of Steel. Proclaimed as the
“tallest, fastest roller coaster east of the

Mississippi,” it will not disappoint. Even though

it had to be shut down twice during the day for elec
trical problems, I still ventured on. Thank God

I did. The line appeared very long; however
the time we spent in it was only about 35

minutes, surprisingly. In short, it was everything

that I hoped it would be. The ten-seconds ofweight
lessness is somewhat exaggerated, but the ride more
than lived up to the hype. It was tall—208 feet—and

fast, reaching 75 miles per hour. This was one of the
most exhilarating rides I have been on, and all this
without inversions. I give it a perfect score.

V Besides the coasters, there are many o

rides that can be just as f
waits. There is of course the Giant Wheel, the
second largest Ferris Wheel in No

There is also the Grizzly Run, a white-water raft
that leaves you soaked by th - - —

on a hot summer day. There are also nume
carnival style rides for those
who are too feign of heart for
the big thrill rides.

I was exhausted after my day
4 at Six Flags Darien Lake,

which to me means I got my

money’s worth. And since the ticket

only cos

to go back. Though this

LEiSUI~E IpI~
piI~~ I I’

A

_ _ _ _ What Do Students
By Jeff Prystajko

event of the year we have Wyclef
Jean and the Refugee Allstars
appearing in Clark Gym. Though he

may not be everyone’s cup of tea,
it’s difficult not to acknowledge that

this show will no doubt entertain a
full house.

But why stop there? Brick City

Fest is right around the corner and
have no fear, Jon Stewart will be
here. Last year RIT had a wide mix of
comedians ranging from Saturday

Night Alumnus Kevin Nealon to D.L.
Who? and so forth. Big names? Yes.

But who can argue with bigger?
Stewart, a renowned comic who has

starred in several feature films
including Big Daddy, and now hosts

Comedy Central’s The Daily Show, is
also sure to draw a huge crowd.

The Future
“Just have bigger and better

events.” One of the many goals for
the upcoming year mentioned by
Strock, but as of now it is impossible

to predict what will be happening
here on campus come winter
semester, and beyond. Generally,

band availability is based on who is
touring at the moment-and in the

winter months, the number of
touring groups typically decreases.

Add to that the fact that Rochester

isn’t normally a top choice amongst
artists, and chances are the major

act for winter’s Frostbite Frenzy will
be a comedian.

Reporter, September 17, 1999
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Reporter and receive 10% off the regular ad price. This discount applies only to RIT
organizations and local businesses. Plus, now you can save even more when you prepay!
Take advantage while you still can—call 475-2213, or stop down to our office in A-426

of the SAU to place your ad today.
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Illustration by Scott Baker

guitar/bass/drum/vocal formula.

Title more or less sticks to the
same line of thought, except this
time around there’s a far slicker

production.
The album starts off with an

atmospheric little intro, “Sand,”

a 36-second dribble that segues
into the album’s first single, the

~ lumbering juggernaut “Welcome

to the Fold.” A killer riff mixed

* with a spooky psychedelic
- drenched bridge made this song

a great candidate for Filter’s
return to the public eye. Another

song, “It’s Gonna Kill Me,” starts
out with a sweet bass line remi

niscent of “Hey Man” but cuts in
with a jagged guitar hook. This
song also features Patrick’s first

guitar solo.
• One of the best songs I’ve

heard in a long time is “Take a

- . Picture,” an insanely catchy
acoustic-based tune about an
experience Patrick had with

alcohol, cocaine, and a major
commercial airline (who shall
remain nameless); this is a

-~ - surefire bet for the next single.
“Cancer” is a bass-heavy thun

dercloud with a gloriously heavy

finale. This song was actually supposed to appear on The
Matrix soundtrack, but Patrick felt it needed tweaking and
he pulled it from the project.

The difference between Short Bus and Title ofRecord is
marked. On Title, the intense segments are as heavy, if not

more so than those of Short Bus, but the softer parts are
more poignant and thought provoking. It’s a striking contrast

that makes Title more mature than Short Bus. Finally,
Filter is back.•

for tills first installment of Websjte of the Week I chose an exceptionally

well-designed personal home page. While this site might seem juvenile

in content to Some, no one can

argue that it is well done, to

say the least. Although set op

as a personal site, it contains

ma5Sive amounts of informa

tion regarding Gothic music—

a boon for those interested.

Make sure you have the Shock-

wave Flash plug—i ii before you

go there.

The first page of the site is

an introduction clone with

Flash that leads to an animated

menu. All of this looks very

slick and elegant; lot too

snazzy yet not too simplistic. While the site may he somewhat too melo

dramatic and personal fur some peoples tastes, would-be designers

should take notes. The overall bandwidth cisc is negfi~ible. but the Flash

Without cfuestion. the leisure section of the Reporter is known as a

gcocle to entertainment from music to movies, from RIT to Rochester

and beyond. Never satisfied to just do more of the same, this year

we are going to try an experi inent—being a source for entertainment.

Some studns have wondered about, ot even diuestionedl the

lack of a creative writing section in the Reporter. While everyone is

elltitledl to their own opilliOll on the subject, many, I believe, would

enjoy a fictional story or a poetry section.

So, the experiment: A Continuous story spanning several issues

in which tile basic story, plot developments, and characters will be

WEBSITE ~F THE
WEEK

file needs a lot of processing power ill order to display tile animations

smoothly. A lot of tile effects employed ill this site renliildledi me c -

tilose tiSedi ill tile You Don’t

Know ack games; mostly 2D

shapes tilat moved very

snioothiy.

As far as tile niormation

is concerned, there is a

detailed account about the

inception of Gothic music and
0

also a Gothic link archive. Tile

rest of tile page is, for tile

illost part, a personal window

into tile creators life. I know

that some people shy away

froill such vistas, but tile

poetry section was most

mvitmg. Personally, I applatici any Site th~ -

such as i-lash ~vell enough to make me ignolre my ciis

must biases long enough to say, “You know, tilatS 111CC. •

by Stephen Crim

generated by ideas from RIT students. Willie it will he writtell for tile

most part by Reporter staff, we’re looking for people who would he

illterestedl ill creating a brand new world. aildi would conti one to be

colllmittedi over a period of time to contribute to the story’s progress.

if you are interested or ~voulcl like more.illformation. please send ~ll

e-mail to jp@nlail .rit edo by Friday, September 24.

Tile very nature of experiments—no one kilows what tills will

turn mit like in tile end,., •
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t’s been four years since the last Filter album, Short Bus.
Fortunately, their new album, the starkly named Title of
Record, has been worth the wait.

Short Bus was a seething, angry, energetic album,
featuring the singles “Hey Man,” “Nice Shot,” “Dose,” and

“Under.” Lead singer Richard Patrick, fresh from dropping his
gig as Nine Inch Nails’ touring guitarist, was seeking to sepa
rate himself from his former boss by toning down the elec

tronic approach and sticking more to the
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Illustration by Scott Baker

guitar/bass/drum/vocal formula.

Title more or less sticks to the
same line of thought, except this
time around there’s a far slicker

production.
The album starts off with an

atmospheric little intro, “Sand,”

a 36-second dribble that segues
into the album’s first single, the

~ lumbering juggernaut “Welcome

to the Fold.” A killer riff mixed

* with a spooky psychedelic
- drenched bridge made this song

a great candidate for Filter’s
return to the public eye. Another

song, “It’s Gonna Kill Me,” starts
out with a sweet bass line remi

niscent of “Hey Man” but cuts in
with a jagged guitar hook. This
song also features Patrick’s first

guitar solo.
• One of the best songs I’ve

heard in a long time is “Take a

- . Picture,” an insanely catchy
acoustic-based tune about an
experience Patrick had with

alcohol, cocaine, and a major
commercial airline (who shall
remain nameless); this is a

-~ - surefire bet for the next single.
“Cancer” is a bass-heavy thun

dercloud with a gloriously heavy

finale. This song was actually supposed to appear on The
Matrix soundtrack, but Patrick felt it needed tweaking and
he pulled it from the project.

The difference between Short Bus and Title ofRecord is
marked. On Title, the intense segments are as heavy, if not

more so than those of Short Bus, but the softer parts are
more poignant and thought provoking. It’s a striking contrast

that makes Title more mature than Short Bus. Finally,
Filter is back.•

for tills first installment of Websjte of the Week I chose an exceptionally

well-designed personal home page. While this site might seem juvenile

in content to Some, no one can

argue that it is well done, to

say the least. Although set op

as a personal site, it contains

ma5Sive amounts of informa

tion regarding Gothic music—

a boon for those interested.

Make sure you have the Shock-

wave Flash plug—i ii before you

go there.

The first page of the site is

an introduction clone with

Flash that leads to an animated

menu. All of this looks very

slick and elegant; lot too

snazzy yet not too simplistic. While the site may he somewhat too melo

dramatic and personal fur some peoples tastes, would-be designers

should take notes. The overall bandwidth cisc is negfi~ible. but the Flash

Without cfuestion. the leisure section of the Reporter is known as a

gcocle to entertainment from music to movies, from RIT to Rochester

and beyond. Never satisfied to just do more of the same, this year

we are going to try an experi inent—being a source for entertainment.

Some studns have wondered about, ot even diuestionedl the

lack of a creative writing section in the Reporter. While everyone is

elltitledl to their own opilliOll on the subject, many, I believe, would

enjoy a fictional story or a poetry section.

So, the experiment: A Continuous story spanning several issues

in which tile basic story, plot developments, and characters will be
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file needs a lot of processing power ill order to display tile animations

smoothly. A lot of tile effects employed ill this site renliildledi me c -

tilose tiSedi ill tile You Don’t

Know ack games; mostly 2D

shapes tilat moved very

snioothiy.

As far as tile niormation

is concerned, there is a

detailed account about the

inception of Gothic music and
0

also a Gothic link archive. Tile

rest of tile page is, for tile

illost part, a personal window

into tile creators life. I know

that some people shy away

froill such vistas, but tile

poetry section was most

mvitmg. Personally, I applatici any Site th~ -

such as i-lash ~vell enough to make me ignolre my ciis

must biases long enough to say, “You know, tilatS 111CC. •

by Stephen Crim

generated by ideas from RIT students. Willie it will he writtell for tile

most part by Reporter staff, we’re looking for people who would he

illterestedl ill creating a brand new world. aildi would conti one to be

colllmittedi over a period of time to contribute to the story’s progress.

if you are interested or ~voulcl like more.illformation. please send ~ll

e-mail to jp@nlail .rit edo by Friday, September 24.

Tile very nature of experiments—no one kilows what tills will

turn mit like in tile end,., •
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Call me stupid, but frats never fail to amaze me.
Now, I have had my own personal experiences with

the Greek system, many good, many bad, and many
ugly, but this weekend, I was simply out-and-out
disgusted.

So I find myself at an off-campus frat party. The
location is unimportant, as is the frat—after all,
who really needs to know that it was a house that

was booted off campus for violating RIT’s mommy-
daddy alcohol policy? What is important is the fact
that these guys decided it would be a good time to
get a local girl, a high school student, straight drunk.
It did not matter that she was not 21; it did not
matter that she was still a minor, as a matter of

fact. What manner of twisted logic dictated this
course of action? Don’t ask me—I don’t understand

either, and the only conclusions I can draw turn my
stomach.

I had many reasons to leave that party early;
highest among them was probably the sight of that

tipsy girl flirting with the brothers of the house,
who had no problems responding with flirtations of
their own, as well as physical contact. Pig Sty House,
have a dish of my disrespect, with a side of sarcasm,
for your next underage gathering, Oh, and if you are

short on guests, there is a nursery school not too far
from here....

This girl was not the only young woman, made
vulnerable by the effects of alcohol in the past

couple years at RIT, nor do I, unfortunately enough,
expect her to be the last. Buzzed on independence,
all too many students—fresh from the prison many

saw their parents’ homes to be—quickly find their
way into numerous situations where they are placed
in some form ofjeopardy or another.

My humble assumption would be that drinking
played a role in this girl’s behavior and actions, and

in the responses of the brothers of the house. Did
anything undesirable befall that girl that evening?

I cannot say; rather, I can only hope the opposite.
There are times, of course, that undesirable sexual

contact, or outright sexual assault, happens, alcohol
or no ... whether people realize it or not, sexual

assault can happen anytime, anywhere, under any
variety of circumstances...

OPINION

From a woman’s point of view, I can tell you,
being one is not easy and going to a college where

the male to female ratio is 65:35 does not make it
any easier. Being a freshman, I was compelled to
write this piece because I was informed that most

cases of sexual assault occur within the first three
weeks of classes at any institution. This topic was
pointed out to many freshmen, especially females,
before classes had begun; however, I don’t think

enough was said about it. The only advice I received
was, “be careful;” after I thought about it, I asked
myself, how careful is careful enough?

How careful should you be? That question

cannot be answered simply. There are many aspects
of sexual assault to look at in attempting to answer
that question. Sexual assault is a violent act that

cannot be prevented in all cases; fortunately, one
can reduce the risk of being assaulted by under
standing a few concepts and keeping safety in mind.

(And don’t forget, males can be victims as well.) I can
honestly say this is a scary topic to discuss, but I am
not trying to make anyone paranoid. Sitting in a
dorm room or apartment locked up does not mean

you are not fair game for sexual assault.
Although I am no expert, there are some basic

rules I follow. First, when I travel, whether by car,
walking, biking, crawling, I always try to travel with
someone—especially at night. I believe it is more

likely for an attacker to strike when someone is
alone. Second, I trust my instincts. If I feel in danger,
violated, or uncomfortable, I remove myself from the

situation. If it becomes serious, I let someone I trust
know, and I try to avoid the person/people that
make me feel that way. Third, I play it safe. I

surround myselfwith at least one person I trust and
know pretty well, then I have someone to watch my

back. When I go out to a party, dance, or gathering,
I watch for signs that seem suspicious. I never accept

a drink from another individual; I always get them
myself and keep an eye on them. I know it is possible

for someone else to spike my drink with something

other than alcohol such as “roofies,” or other types

of tranquilizers and depressants, which are
common date rape drugs.

For some time, I thought men did this as some

type of sick joke or for kicks. As I became older
though, I realized that it is a control issue. It’s the
disgusting high they get when they are in control,
making women stereotypically submissive, abiding

to their needs. When they are drunk, they use it
as an excuse for their actions once their alcohol
wears off. When sober, they use rationalizing
methods and force to get what they want.

Secluding yourself from attending functions

and parties will not prevent acts such as this. My
best advice is to use common sense and choose
your activities wisely. There are no parents here to

watch out for us or to tell us what to do. We must
make wise decisions on our own. When problems
arise, we must learn how to handle them, instead

of forgetting them and letting them slide. The
perpetrator will only strike again. In sexual assault
instances, victims lose everything from their value

of self worth to their trust in others. They are
robbed of their pureness. They did nothing to
deserve that; who is the attacker to judge what

type of punishment will suffice for doing nothing
wrong? Under any circumstances, the victims are
still left with the mangling tears, endless fears, and

the demons or insecurity and confusion that were
placed there by the attacker that will remain there
for some time. Unlike the attacker, who experi

ences no pain, no suffering.
If an instance where you are violated has

already arisen, or does happen in the future,
remember, you are the victim. You should not be

ashamed of what happened, because you did
nothing wrong. If you’re the perpetrator, let it

ride on your conscience for the rest of your life
that you have carried out one of the most despi

cable acts conceivable. Violators take note: find a
new hobby. ~

Important Contact Information
Campus Safety/Escort Service: 475-2853
Emergency Campus Safety Number: 333

Campus Ministries: 475-2153
Counseling Center: 475-2261

Student Health Center: 475-2255
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~ of FREE
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“The Choice of a New Generation” is now also
the choice of RIT. Pending the formal closing
of a new beverage contract, the products of

the Pepsi-Cola Company will be the only ones
featured on our campus. For many, this may

not seem like such a big deal. As far as sodas
and other beverages go, it would seem that
there is a wide variety to choose from on this

campus. What ifyou were told, however, that
your choices were now cut in half? What ifyou
were told that this new contract went beyond

new vending machines, affecting our sports
teams and school publications? Now what if

you were told that staff and student opinions
were not solicited in this matter at all?

As of this writing, the RIT administra
tion is very close to closing a new ten-year,
multi-million dollar contract with the Pepsi-

Cola Company. According to James Bingham,
Director of Food Services, and William

Batcheller, Director of Business Services, RIT
is about to finalize a very complex “exclusive
rights” contract. Both expressed confidence

that the Pepsi contract will be inked before
the end of this month. In preparation for the
impending contract, Pepsi has already

converted 959~ of the campus’ beverages to
display and dispense Pepsi products.

The new contract secures Pepsi’s pres
ence at RIT for a period of 10 years. Many feel

RIT may have over-committed itself in a
lengthy contract. Batcheller refutes this argu

ment, saying he is “not concerned” and cited
an example of a high school that committed
itself to Pepsi for 30 years and that there are

“worse” contracts that have been signed.
Earlier in the year, the Food Service

Department and Business Department sent
out bid requests to the Pepsi and Coca-Cola

beverage companies to secure the rights to

the campus beverage dispensers. Bingham, a

29-year veteran of RIT Food Service, recalls
Coca-Cola had won the right to the beverage
dispensers for 28 of his 29 years in RIT Food

Service. Coca-Cola has also had the rights to
beverage dispensers in all Food Service areas.
However, Batcheller claims both initial

proposals from Coca-Cola and Pepsi were
unsatisfactory. A second request was then

sent out, which not only secured the rights to
the beverage dispensers but included exclu

sive rights to the entire campus and the
vending machines owned by the Fine
Host Corporation.

Bingham explains that the exclusive
rights contract concept is not uncommon.

Both Coca-Cola and Pepsi have signed similar
contracts, varying from three to ten years,
with approximately 150 universities across

the country. Penn State University has report

edly signed a 10-year contract worth $14
million. Our new Pepsi contract specifies that
RIT cannot disclose the amount of money
being paid to the Institute. The rationale
behind this, Bingham explains, is that Pepsi

does not want to lose bargaining leverage
among competing university contracts.
However, he reassures the RIT community
that “we did well on the contract.”

Pepsi’s proposal defeated Coca-Cola’s

with a deal three times more lucrative,
according to a source from the Rochester
Coca-Cola bottling plant. When Batcheller was

asked about the Pepsi offer, he would not
confirm or deny this, but reasoned, “Pepsi is
hungrier for business than Coke.” Though the
administration has put a virtual gag order on

discussions involving specific financial aspects
of the contract, several undisclosed sources

have reported to us a figure of $2.5 million
over a 10-year span. This values the contract

at just $250,000 a year.
The Food Service department recom

mended accepting Pepsi’s proposals citing
statistics that 65 percent of the products

bought at vending machines last year were
Pepsi products. After months ofdeliberations,
RIT decided to go ahead with the Pepsi deal

this past August. To explain the reasoning

behind such an aggressive contract, Bingham
said, “Pepsi’s intention is to make sure your
taste buds become Pepsi taste buds; that you
will leave RIT las] loyal Pepsi consumers.”

Does this mean our diplomas will have a Pepsi
logo in place of the RIT seal?

So now that all of this money is coming
into RIT, where will it be allocated? According

to Batcheller, the Vice President of Finance

“RIT signed this contract with
its eyes wide open to work for
the benefit of the students.”

and the Budget Committee plans to distribute
the money into three areas: staff training,
faculty development, and improvement

the sports fields and construction of the ne
field house. Jim Watters, Vice Preside
Finance and Administration, d

development” as providing fin
to the colleges so faculty may have time t

pursue professional enhancement of their

skills, such as computer s
research. Examples of “staff training” are
programs used by management to train

RIT staff. The much needed improvements
to the sports fields were evident and
are nearly complete.

Few people are dedicated to one single
product. Most people enjoy a wide

variety of sodas,juices, teas, and
other specialty flavors. The

new contract will bring the
number of variations in

package sizes, flavors, a
manufacturers of
drinks down f

94. Gone is your Coca-Cola, Diet Coke, Sprite,
your Snapples, your Nantucket Nectars, and
many more. The impending completion of

the Pepsi contract restricts RIT students to the
following beverages: Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Pepsi

ONE, Mountain Dew, Mug Root Beer, Slice,
Lipton Teas, Aquafina, Hawaiian Punch, Star-
buck’s Frappuccino, Schweppes ging

Ocean Spray juices, AllSport, 7-UP, Sunny
Delight, Citrus Hill Pink Lemonade, and
Lemon-X juices. A key clause in the contract
clearly states that RIT cannot “sell, dispense,

or make available” any competing beverage
products

Se

or staff about this drastic

change?T
representatives from Student Government on

the possibility of signing an exclusive rights
contract with Pepsi. The student leaders
spoke on behalf of the entire RIT community

and advocated the Pepsi contract. They gave
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administration has put a virtual gag order on

discussions involving specific financial aspects
of the contract, several undisclosed sources

have reported to us a figure of $2.5 million
over a 10-year span. This values the contract

at just $250,000 a year.
The Food Service department recom

mended accepting Pepsi’s proposals citing
statistics that 65 percent of the products

bought at vending machines last year were
Pepsi products. After months ofdeliberations,
RIT decided to go ahead with the Pepsi deal

this past August. To explain the reasoning

behind such an aggressive contract, Bingham
said, “Pepsi’s intention is to make sure your
taste buds become Pepsi taste buds; that you
will leave RIT las] loyal Pepsi consumers.”

Does this mean our diplomas will have a Pepsi
logo in place of the RIT seal?

So now that all of this money is coming
into RIT, where will it be allocated? According

to Batcheller, the Vice President of Finance

“RIT signed this contract with
its eyes wide open to work for
the benefit of the students.”

and the Budget Committee plans to distribute
the money into three areas: staff training,
faculty development, and improvement

the sports fields and construction of the ne
field house. Jim Watters, Vice Preside
Finance and Administration, d

development” as providing fin
to the colleges so faculty may have time t

pursue professional enhancement of their

skills, such as computer s
research. Examples of “staff training” are
programs used by management to train

RIT staff. The much needed improvements
to the sports fields were evident and
are nearly complete.

Few people are dedicated to one single
product. Most people enjoy a wide

variety of sodas,juices, teas, and
other specialty flavors. The

new contract will bring the
number of variations in

package sizes, flavors, a
manufacturers of
drinks down f

94. Gone is your Coca-Cola, Diet Coke, Sprite,
your Snapples, your Nantucket Nectars, and
many more. The impending completion of

the Pepsi contract restricts RIT students to the
following beverages: Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Pepsi

ONE, Mountain Dew, Mug Root Beer, Slice,
Lipton Teas, Aquafina, Hawaiian Punch, Star-
buck’s Frappuccino, Schweppes ging

Ocean Spray juices, AllSport, 7-UP, Sunny
Delight, Citrus Hill Pink Lemonade, and
Lemon-X juices. A key clause in the contract
clearly states that RIT cannot “sell, dispense,

or make available” any competing beverage
products

Se

or staff about this drastic

change?T
representatives from Student Government on

the possibility of signing an exclusive rights
contract with Pepsi. The student leaders
spoke on behalf of the entire RIT community

and advocated the Pepsi contract. They gave
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William Batchellar, Director of Buisness Services.
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service areas to allocate 1596 of their shelf
space for other non-carbonated products, such as
Snapple, SoBe, Arizona teas, and Nantucket
Nectars. This exception does not include water
or sport drinks, which will be limited to Aquafina

and AlISport. The Pepsi contract specifies that
Pepsi is to be placed in “prominent areas of
display,” limiting the other 1596 of non-carbon

ated products to other, less prominent areas of
the store.

Does this mean that we will be bombarded
with Pepsi propaganda everywhere we go? While
the Pepsi element will be present in many areas
of the campus, the Institute does reserve the

right to restrict advertisements on campus. RIT
will not be seeing an excessive display of Pepsi
products on campus without the approval of the
administration. This means that Pepsi cannot

reserve the right to display its signs and adver
tisements anywhere they want; RIT can veto any
ventures by Pepsi to display the company name

on campus. Bill Batcheller and the RIT Corporate
Communications department have yet to decide
on whether or not to permit any Pepsi signage
proposals. The ultimate decision rests on the RIT

administration to determine whether or not our
campus should become a “Pepsi World.”

The new Pepsi contract will also have an

affect on the athletic programs at RIT. Earlier in
the year, the Athletic Department was hoping to
make a deal with Gatorade, a Coca-Cola product.
Under the terms of the new contract, sports

teams will be provided with new AllSport coolers

and containers, as well as AlISport beverages.
We asked Lou Spiotti, RIT Athletic Director, what
affects this new deal has on our athletic

programs. “In general, it
sounds like a real good thing

for the school and possibly,
the athletic programs.” Spiotti
did not give the impression

that the new contract would
have any ill affects on his
programs, even though his
department was not involved

in the negotiations. The new
contract gives Pepsi the “right
of approval” for any adver
tising that appears in RIT
sports arenas. This may also
extend to printed tickets and
Pepsi-imprinted containers for

_______________ beverages sold at events, not
to mention sports programs
and yearbooks. Will teams be

forced to use Pepsi products instead of the tradi
tional Gatorade? “Our teams don’t use sports
drinks—good old plain water is better absorbed

by the body.” Spiotti seemed enthused about
the new contract and was looking forward to
“opportunities to access IPepsi] resources.”

Student clubs and organizations on campus

may benefit from the Pepsi proposal. The
contract gives Pepsi the right of “first refusal,”
which allows them to determine whether or not

to support a student club or organization on
campus. If Pepsi refuses to support a club or
organization, then that organization has the right

“Pepsi’s intention is to make sure
your taste buds become Pepsi

buds, that you will leave RIT loyal
Pepsi consumers.”

to seek an alternate means for acquiring support
or materials. The contract prevents student clubs

or organizations on campus from “selling,
dispensing, or otherwise making available any
beverage” other than Pepsi without seeking its

approval. Pepsi has already demonstrated its will
ingness to support student clubs and organiza
tions by donating free Pepsi beverages for the

RHA Pizza Wars on Saturday, September 4. Pepsi
also sponsored the WITR and KISS 106.7, during

the recent RHA Pizza Wars.
The new contract will also affect how

Reporter conducts business. Under the new
guidelines, campus publications are not allowed

to solicit or accept advertisements from
competing beverage companies. This refers to all

campus media, including the Reporter, WITR,
sports yearbooks and programs, and any other
publications that accept ads.

Is RIT unique among Pepsi-contracted
universities? We contacted representatives at

Syracuse University, Penn State University, and
SUNY Fredonia, which also have signed similar
contracts with Pepsi. It was discovered that their

campuses met their new contracts with favor
able enthusiasm. Bingham predicts RIT will
receive the Pepsi contract with comparable favor,
since more students on campus seem to prefer

Pepsi, not to mention the money factory.
Not every aspect of this contract is negative.

James Bingham believes one of the great advan

tages ofthe contract is the opportunity to partake
in the National Pepsi Marketing Campaigns. Two
student Pepsi marketing positions have been
funded and allocated to work with Bingham. He

also envisions opportunities to give away free
products during the half-time of RIT athletic
games and hosting events sponsored by Pepsi.

Most people probably are not very
concerned about the product change. What they
are concerned about is that none of the machines

haye card~wipe hardware installed yet. Bingham
reassures that they arerW~rking to install 40 new
high-technology card-swipes in the new Pepsi

machines. This work should be completed in the
next few weeks.

One rumor Bingham cleared for us is the

possible addition of Pepsi franchise restaurant~s
to our campus. These restaurants include
Kentucky Fried €hicken, Pizza Hut, and Taco Bell.
Bingham points out that the Pepsi restaurant

divisions are not included in the contract, and he
assures the RIT cornn~unity there will be regula
tions~disalIowing those kind of restaurants on the

Henrietta campus. RIT has run its own indepen
dent Food Service since 1962.

During the first few days ofSeptember1999,

several students scrambled to local stores in
search of non-Pepsi brands to satisfS’ their unful

filled cravings. Pepsi is a step closer to persuading
RIT’s faculty, staff and students to become life

long customers. Whil the contract may benefit
faculty, staff, and students by allocating the funds

to improving the school, many ethical questions
still remain unanswered as to whether or not the

millions that the Institute will earn in the deal
outweigh freedom of consumer. In response to

the growing concerns, Bingham confidently
states that “RIT signed this contractwith its eyes
wide open to work or the benefit of the

studen .“.

“I am really not a big soda drinker, so I

don’t have an opinion on the matter.”
-Ryan McCarthy
3rd year, Electrical Engineering

“As long as Pepsi can give something back
that’s good for the Institute; I don’t really
care (if only Pepsi products are offered].”
-Sameer Mathur

4th year, Info Tech

“I don’t think that’s cool. Pepsi’s not every

body’s best choice.”
-Doug Lardo
3rd year, Info Tech

“Pepsi has got to go. Generation nothing.”
-Alvin Aquipel

4th year, Graphic Design

“I’m not big on soda (because] it rots your

teeth out. I don’t like the fact that students
don’t have a choice.”
-Andrea Thompson

3rd year, Photography Advanced

“It’s pretty crappy; that’s what I think.”
-Angie Walker

3rd year, Graphic Design

“It doesn’t matter to me. I didn’t even

notice.”
Margaret Dumiak
3rd year, Packaging Science

“Coke or Pepsi? It doesn’t really matter;
it’s just soda.”

-Sean Lock
3rd year, EECC

“I think it’s kind of lame and obviously they
(RIT) did it for money....Sometimes you
need a Coke.”

-Mike Beaucham
4th year, Packaging Science

“I’m a bottled water kind of guy. To me,

it all tastes the same anyway.”
-Santhosh Benjamin
2nd year, Printing Management

“There should be a variety of soda pop
and even if RIT has a contract with

pepsi, we should have a choice.”
-Maxwell Amoch
3rd year, Printing Management

“I guess it’s a little bit of a
monopoly but since I like

Mountain Dew; I (prefer]
having Pepsi at this school.”
-Miguel Hammond

2nd year, Photo Tech

“It sucks since they took my Barq’s Root

Beer away and I’m pissed off.”
-Dave Sensinger

3rd year, Business

Sp
want to be like Gran
-Alan Prescold

4th year, In formation Technology

ompile 4~’ Willia . u~(_fiBrian Moon
This week, Reporter took to
the streets to get students’ reactions
to the new Pepsi contract (see previous article).
Here’s what some of your classmates had to say to the question:

“How do you feel about Pepsi’s new relationship with RIT, which
leaves students little choice but to drink Pepsi products?”

“I don’t really drink Pepsi, so it

really doesn’t matter to me.”
-Kimberly Duncan

2nd year, Physical Therapy

“I don’t mind cause I just drink water.”
-Kelly Mase

1st year, Applied Mathematics
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service areas to allocate 1596 of their shelf
space for other non-carbonated products, such as
Snapple, SoBe, Arizona teas, and Nantucket
Nectars. This exception does not include water
or sport drinks, which will be limited to Aquafina

and AlISport. The Pepsi contract specifies that
Pepsi is to be placed in “prominent areas of
display,” limiting the other 1596 of non-carbon

ated products to other, less prominent areas of
the store.

Does this mean that we will be bombarded
with Pepsi propaganda everywhere we go? While
the Pepsi element will be present in many areas
of the campus, the Institute does reserve the

right to restrict advertisements on campus. RIT
will not be seeing an excessive display of Pepsi
products on campus without the approval of the
administration. This means that Pepsi cannot

reserve the right to display its signs and adver
tisements anywhere they want; RIT can veto any
ventures by Pepsi to display the company name

on campus. Bill Batcheller and the RIT Corporate
Communications department have yet to decide
on whether or not to permit any Pepsi signage
proposals. The ultimate decision rests on the RIT

administration to determine whether or not our
campus should become a “Pepsi World.”

The new Pepsi contract will also have an

affect on the athletic programs at RIT. Earlier in
the year, the Athletic Department was hoping to
make a deal with Gatorade, a Coca-Cola product.
Under the terms of the new contract, sports

teams will be provided with new AllSport coolers

and containers, as well as AlISport beverages.
We asked Lou Spiotti, RIT Athletic Director, what
affects this new deal has on our athletic

programs. “In general, it
sounds like a real good thing

for the school and possibly,
the athletic programs.” Spiotti
did not give the impression

that the new contract would
have any ill affects on his
programs, even though his
department was not involved

in the negotiations. The new
contract gives Pepsi the “right
of approval” for any adver
tising that appears in RIT
sports arenas. This may also
extend to printed tickets and
Pepsi-imprinted containers for

_______________ beverages sold at events, not
to mention sports programs
and yearbooks. Will teams be

forced to use Pepsi products instead of the tradi
tional Gatorade? “Our teams don’t use sports
drinks—good old plain water is better absorbed

by the body.” Spiotti seemed enthused about
the new contract and was looking forward to
“opportunities to access IPepsi] resources.”

Student clubs and organizations on campus

may benefit from the Pepsi proposal. The
contract gives Pepsi the right of “first refusal,”
which allows them to determine whether or not

to support a student club or organization on
campus. If Pepsi refuses to support a club or
organization, then that organization has the right

“Pepsi’s intention is to make sure
your taste buds become Pepsi

buds, that you will leave RIT loyal
Pepsi consumers.”

to seek an alternate means for acquiring support
or materials. The contract prevents student clubs

or organizations on campus from “selling,
dispensing, or otherwise making available any
beverage” other than Pepsi without seeking its

approval. Pepsi has already demonstrated its will
ingness to support student clubs and organiza
tions by donating free Pepsi beverages for the

RHA Pizza Wars on Saturday, September 4. Pepsi
also sponsored the WITR and KISS 106.7, during

the recent RHA Pizza Wars.
The new contract will also affect how

Reporter conducts business. Under the new
guidelines, campus publications are not allowed

to solicit or accept advertisements from
competing beverage companies. This refers to all

campus media, including the Reporter, WITR,
sports yearbooks and programs, and any other
publications that accept ads.

Is RIT unique among Pepsi-contracted
universities? We contacted representatives at

Syracuse University, Penn State University, and
SUNY Fredonia, which also have signed similar
contracts with Pepsi. It was discovered that their

campuses met their new contracts with favor
able enthusiasm. Bingham predicts RIT will
receive the Pepsi contract with comparable favor,
since more students on campus seem to prefer

Pepsi, not to mention the money factory.
Not every aspect of this contract is negative.

James Bingham believes one of the great advan

tages ofthe contract is the opportunity to partake
in the National Pepsi Marketing Campaigns. Two
student Pepsi marketing positions have been
funded and allocated to work with Bingham. He

also envisions opportunities to give away free
products during the half-time of RIT athletic
games and hosting events sponsored by Pepsi.

Most people probably are not very
concerned about the product change. What they
are concerned about is that none of the machines

haye card~wipe hardware installed yet. Bingham
reassures that they arerW~rking to install 40 new
high-technology card-swipes in the new Pepsi

machines. This work should be completed in the
next few weeks.

One rumor Bingham cleared for us is the

possible addition of Pepsi franchise restaurant~s
to our campus. These restaurants include
Kentucky Fried €hicken, Pizza Hut, and Taco Bell.
Bingham points out that the Pepsi restaurant

divisions are not included in the contract, and he
assures the RIT cornn~unity there will be regula
tions~disalIowing those kind of restaurants on the

Henrietta campus. RIT has run its own indepen
dent Food Service since 1962.

During the first few days ofSeptember1999,

several students scrambled to local stores in
search of non-Pepsi brands to satisfS’ their unful

filled cravings. Pepsi is a step closer to persuading
RIT’s faculty, staff and students to become life

long customers. Whil the contract may benefit
faculty, staff, and students by allocating the funds

to improving the school, many ethical questions
still remain unanswered as to whether or not the

millions that the Institute will earn in the deal
outweigh freedom of consumer. In response to

the growing concerns, Bingham confidently
states that “RIT signed this contractwith its eyes
wide open to work or the benefit of the

studen .“.

“I am really not a big soda drinker, so I

don’t have an opinion on the matter.”
-Ryan McCarthy
3rd year, Electrical Engineering

“As long as Pepsi can give something back
that’s good for the Institute; I don’t really
care (if only Pepsi products are offered].”
-Sameer Mathur

4th year, Info Tech

“I don’t think that’s cool. Pepsi’s not every

body’s best choice.”
-Doug Lardo
3rd year, Info Tech

“Pepsi has got to go. Generation nothing.”
-Alvin Aquipel

4th year, Graphic Design

“I’m not big on soda (because] it rots your

teeth out. I don’t like the fact that students
don’t have a choice.”
-Andrea Thompson

3rd year, Photography Advanced

“It’s pretty crappy; that’s what I think.”
-Angie Walker

3rd year, Graphic Design

“It doesn’t matter to me. I didn’t even

notice.”
Margaret Dumiak
3rd year, Packaging Science

“Coke or Pepsi? It doesn’t really matter;
it’s just soda.”

-Sean Lock
3rd year, EECC

“I think it’s kind of lame and obviously they
(RIT) did it for money....Sometimes you
need a Coke.”

-Mike Beaucham
4th year, Packaging Science

“I’m a bottled water kind of guy. To me,

it all tastes the same anyway.”
-Santhosh Benjamin
2nd year, Printing Management

“There should be a variety of soda pop
and even if RIT has a contract with

pepsi, we should have a choice.”
-Maxwell Amoch
3rd year, Printing Management

“I guess it’s a little bit of a
monopoly but since I like

Mountain Dew; I (prefer]
having Pepsi at this school.”
-Miguel Hammond

2nd year, Photo Tech

“It sucks since they took my Barq’s Root

Beer away and I’m pissed off.”
-Dave Sensinger

3rd year, Business
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leaves students little choice but to drink Pepsi products?”

“I don’t really drink Pepsi, so it

really doesn’t matter to me.”
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T wo leaders of the online college bookstore war, varsity

books.com and ecampus.com created the following

slogans: “There’s a better way to save time and money.”
“Easy. Fast. Cheap.”

The start of a new school year means purchasing many seem
ingly overpriced textbooks for classes. This could mean an

agonizing trip to RIT’s Campus Connections that leaves you $200
or more lighter. The founders of varsitybooks.com and
ecampus.com capitalized on the annoyance college students were
facing. They created businesses where they could offer textbooks
for a “cheaper, lower” price as well as offer the convenience of

never leaving home to make a purchase.
is it cheaper to buy a textbook from an on-line bookstore? We

decided to investigate the issue for ourselves. At first glance,

varsitybooks.com’s advertisements emphasize that the student
can save up to 40 percent on new textbooks. Likewise, it is diffi
cult not to notice the flashing banners on ecampus.com’s website
claiming savings up to 50 percent. Varsitybooks.com claims the

reason their prices are up to 40 percent below retail is, “because
we’re on the Web, we don’t have the high overhead of a conven
tional bookstore.” Overhead includes things like rent, utilities, and

other expenses of maintaining a retail outlet that is visited by the
public.

“I have to tell you,” says John Roman, Director of Stores at RIT,
“I’m in touch with a lot of bookstore managers and we are not able

to find the books you need for 40 percent off.” He continues, “I’m
sure they have something for 40 percent off, but we don’t know
(what they are offering(.” Apparently, discounts are very hard to

come by. “I have found certain books [which pertain to classes at

RIT[ at 10 percent off. I have even found them as much as 15
percent off. But I have not found any at discounts [like the online

stores claim[.”
The following is a price comparison that the Reporter staff

conducted for Ziglar on Selling by Zig Ziglar; which is a required

textbook for RIT’s Professional Selling course. Varsitybooks.com
is currently selling the book for $9.00, which does not include ship
ping and handling charges. Depending on the shipping options, the
final cost for the book ranges from $13.95 to $26.95. Ecampus.com

is one of the rare online bookstores which offers free shipping.
Here Ziglaron Selling may be purchased for $10.20. Our own RIT
Bookstore sells the book for $12.00 and the option of shipping is

entirely up to the student; whether it be by foot, bicycle, or auto
mobile. In this example, the RIT Bookstore price falls between

varsitybooks.com and ecampus.com, which is not surprising. “I saw
the ads for the online bookstores but bought my books through
our bookstore because I heard that we already have competitive
prices,” says Keziah Lain, a third year Accounting major. According

to an annual M.I.R. study, RIT has been at or below the average
national price for textbooks for the past two years.

— — — — — — — — —

“I have to tell you,” says John Roman, Director
of Stores at RIT, “I’m in touch with a lot of

bookstore managers and we are not able to find
the books you need for 40 percent off.” He

continues, “I’m sure they have something for
40 percent off, but we don’t know [what they

are offeringl.”

— — — — — — —

Over the years, Roman and his staff have
been striving to provide convenience to __

students. Campus Connections and the RIT
Bookstore in its present form were introduced

to the campus in 1985. Before that year, the
area now known as the RlTreat served as the
location for the bookstore. “I remember the
students used to be lined up all the way around

to the candy counter just to get into the
[place(,” says Roman. His staff has been
working to shorten the waiting times and the
long lines over the years. In order to provide room for much

needed expansion, the first course of action was to move the
bookstore from the RlTreat area to its current location. In order

to shorten the lines, checkout registers are available in every
department. Finally, the use of bar-codes on textbooks also allows
quicker transactions, which lead to more customers being served.

What about the convenience of having the books delivered

to your doorstep? Roman disagrees with the notion that online
bookstores are selling students “convenience.” “[A student may
think[ ‘Well, all I have to do is put my order on the Web and they’ll

ship it to me.’ Now you’re assuming they shipped you the right
book.” Roman cites the fact that when you buy online, you are
purchasing merchandise without being able to view it. Is it really

convenient? How does the online store know you from a student
from MIT, lIT, or CIT? He continues, “You come in here with your
course number and all of your books are lined up on the shelf by

course number. We also have a complete printout of all books that
you need. We have people on the floor working with you to help

you find the books and assisting you in getting the books. Should
you purchase a book and then drop [or withdraw from a course[;
you can walk in the store and return the book.” Roman compares

the RIT experience to the online experience: “Is that more conve
nient than going into a virtual bookstore, having to search for the
book, having it shipped to you, and then having to ship it back if

it is incorrect?”
Which really is more convenient? The return policy for both

varsitybooks.com and ecampus.com are similar. If the customer
were to return a book, neither web site will reimburse the

customer for shipping charges. The one exception is varsity
books.com, which “can only refund your shipping cost if the
return is the result of our error.” Paul Lenz, a fourth year Pack

aging Science major, also agrees, “I don’t think it is much of a
hassle to walk over to the bookstore and just buy or return books

while on campus.”

As each quarter or semester of school begins; more website
companies, such as varsitybooks.com and ecampus.com, will push

for student’s business. Online bookstores may best serve students
enrolled in distance learning courses. This way, students may
purchase the textbook for the course without having to travel to

the college. It is too soon to predict the future of purchasing text
books online. Many students express satisfaction with the RIT

Bookstore and it’s services. The consensus among students, to
borrow an old advertising slogan from the eighties, “You can’t

beat the real thing.”.
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books.com and ecampus.com created the following

slogans: “There’s a better way to save time and money.”
“Easy. Fast. Cheap.”

The start of a new school year means purchasing many seem
ingly overpriced textbooks for classes. This could mean an

agonizing trip to RIT’s Campus Connections that leaves you $200
or more lighter. The founders of varsitybooks.com and
ecampus.com capitalized on the annoyance college students were
facing. They created businesses where they could offer textbooks
for a “cheaper, lower” price as well as offer the convenience of

never leaving home to make a purchase.
is it cheaper to buy a textbook from an on-line bookstore? We

decided to investigate the issue for ourselves. At first glance,

varsitybooks.com’s advertisements emphasize that the student
can save up to 40 percent on new textbooks. Likewise, it is diffi
cult not to notice the flashing banners on ecampus.com’s website
claiming savings up to 50 percent. Varsitybooks.com claims the

reason their prices are up to 40 percent below retail is, “because
we’re on the Web, we don’t have the high overhead of a conven
tional bookstore.” Overhead includes things like rent, utilities, and

other expenses of maintaining a retail outlet that is visited by the
public.

“I have to tell you,” says John Roman, Director of Stores at RIT,
“I’m in touch with a lot of bookstore managers and we are not able

to find the books you need for 40 percent off.” He continues, “I’m
sure they have something for 40 percent off, but we don’t know
(what they are offering(.” Apparently, discounts are very hard to

come by. “I have found certain books [which pertain to classes at

RIT[ at 10 percent off. I have even found them as much as 15
percent off. But I have not found any at discounts [like the online

stores claim[.”
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— — — — — — — — —
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— — — — — — —
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machine and do what- proposed the creation of a “network security

world. Unfortunately, this also allows everyone

on the outside to have access to us. Many of
us go about our everyday lives carrying on

normal everyday transactions with people
electronically, without any problems.

Sometimes, though, there is a dark side
to all of this free access. Certain unscrupu

lous people can break in and wreak havoc in
our little digital homes. Your personal files

by the Reporter Staff
can be tampered with. Your quarter-long

project can be deleted. You might even be the
victim of a spamming campaign that can
render your connection to the outside world

inoperative, not to mention cripple RIT’s own
system.

As we said above, most people use RIT’s
network services daily without incident.

However, an incident that occurred this past

summer made us sit up and take notice of the

vulnerability of the Institute’s computer
systems. Someone was able to successfully

i’j “hack” into one of RIT’s mail servers and send

out unsolicited advertisements to several
hundred RIT mail users. While the effects of
the hack were minimal, could worse things be

much farther down the road? With this idea in
mind we approached James Craig, Systems
Analyst at the Department of Computer

Science who is in charge of the Computer
Science departmental network.

Many e-mail users at RIT were subjected
to an unsolicited advertisement that appar
ently seemed to come from a server inside

RIT. Most users simply deleted the e-mail and
didn’t give it a second thought. Mr. Craig was
far more expressive when he explained the

summer incident as an “attack.” “Actually,
there had been an attack on our computers-
but not a direct attack.” He continued,

“Outside sources were gathering information
regarding the machines we have in our

systems.” In layman’s terms, these were elec
tronic “burglars” who were slowly and contin
uously “casing the joint.” “It was a slow
process [for them], invisible over a short

period of time. It became visible when moni
tored over a considerable period of time.”
Craig explained the attack as a sort of an infor

mation gathering routine.

“Once they had the details of our machine
systems they could use specific system-
breaking software and get into our machines.
They could have also got a copy of our pass

word files, in time breaking the individual

passwords.” With those tasks achieved, the
“burglars” could get into any individual

ever they wanted. RIT’s

Computer Science
network and passwords
were being used as a
front for some other

devious activity on
another system. In the
end, the affected party
would have no choice
but to blame RIT.

The damage in

situations like this may
not be apparent to

casual everyday users.

Fortunately, system
administrators got wise to the break-in in the
early stages, “which basically resulted in incon
venience more than anything else.” The infor

mation gathering procedure was performed
mainly through “telnet” and “ping”

procedures that connect and log
into to various remote computers

and mainframe servers. “These

procedures jammed our routers,
making Internet access incredibly
slow.” Routers are computer

network hardware that route or

negotiate simultaneous network
connections for many different
computers. “Some of our systems
had to be temporarily shut down.

Up to now, there have been no
records of any file damage.”

At this point, it is virtually

impossible to track down the iden
tity of the attackers. How do you

protect a network from a repeat
attack? Craig told us that they are

watching for any “unusual
patterns.” Working with the people
at Information Systems and Computing, most
of the “back-doors” and loopholes in the

system that would allow such an attack have
been recognized. Since the attack was

performed using a Computer Science depart
ment password, all CS students had to receive

new passwords, and in some cases, new
accounts from ISC.

What is the guarantee that RIT won’t be
attacked again? “Frankly speaking, there is no

guarantee,” Craig answered. “There are always
be methods of outsmarting Ithe network]; the

question is, ‘How fast can we catch up.

panel” that would be solely responsible for
monitoring the entire network. As of this
writing, the National Security Agency has been
notified of the attack. No further information
is available at this time.

Perhaps you have read this whole article
and you are still trying to figure out how any

of this could possibly affect the casual user.
According to Craig, personal computers

connected to the RIT network are most vulner
able. This is due to the many variables in the

way everybody has their computers set up.
Lab computers are consistent in set-up, and
are under constant surveillance for attack. “It
is not possible for the students to keep

constant vigil [on the security of their
computers], and this makes the machines
more vulnerable to such attacks.” The stan

dard warnings apply here - make backups of

important files, do not accept downloads or

attachments from e-mail addresses you do not
recognize, and never surrender your password
to anybody.
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Y ahoo! Internet Life magazine recently

rated the RIT campus as one of the

“most wired” in the country. Is this
such a good thing? We cannot ignore the
benefits that we enjoy from having the campus

wired. Being the most wired not only makes
internal communications a bit more powerful

than our good old analog telephone, but it
also allows everyone access to the outside

James Craig, Systems Analyst at the Department of Computer Science,
who is in charge of the Computer Science departmental network.
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T he RIT Women’s Soccer team started off their season witha bang in their first home game. The Tigers, with fifteen
freshmen, have a 2-1 record in their first three games—a great

feat, for a team with so little experience playing together. They
lost to Wilkes in their season opener 3-0, but they came back in
style to defeat Hiram 5-2. The goal scoring did not cease there—
they mauled Buffalo State at home 5-0.

Playing under wet conditions, the

Tigers’ great passing had Buffalo State
chasing the ball most of the afternoon. Carol
Rivers got the Tigers on the board 15

minutes into the game. Trica Schepler one-
timed a great cross fromJaclyn Matejcik for

the second goal. A great team effort lead to
the third goal, early in the second half. Sarah
Scanlon crossed a ball to Candace Blodgett,
who flicked the ball off her head, to Rivers

who volleyed the ball into the upper right-
hand corner of the net. Less than a minute
laterJanice Steinheider scored her first goal

of the season. At 81:15 Rebecca Strejc
scored her first goal of her collegiate career
off a nice pass from freshman Rachel Parker.
Megan Condon played a great defensive

game and Christie Brewer recorded the shutout, making six saves
for the Tigers.

Head coach Tom Natalie is very pleased with the great
improvements his team has made and how the team has gelled
together so well after playing so little together. “It was also

satisf~’ing to see our players capitalize on our opportunities,”
remarked Natalie. Their 10 goals in three matches bore testament

to that.
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T he newly renovated athletic fieldrecently saw some action when RIT

hosted a Men’s Soccer Tournament. Richard
‘~tockton, Muhlenberg College andAl
legheny College all traveled to Rochester

for one of the most premier regular season
tournaments in the Northeast.

Playing their first game of the season,

the Tigers faced Allegheny of Meadville,
PA. RIT started the game with great inten

sity, pressuring the opposing team’s goalie
from the beginning. Less than six minutes

into the match, Vance Kiviranna broke
through Allegheny’s defense and dropped

a pass back to teammate Ryan Riskosky for
the goal. In the second half, the momentum
of the game switched in favor of Allegheny

College. Two of their star players stepped

up and combined for goals at 62:79 and
72:91. The final score was 2-1 in favor of
Allegheny. After the game Coach Garno

said, “We made some fundamental
mistakes, especially on the defensive side

of the ball.”

en’s Soccer

tment
after rough start

By Andrew Quagliata
Photo by Clint Baclawski

9/18 © Ithaca, 3:00 p.m.

9/25 Home vs. Fredonia, 1:00 p.m.

9/29 @ University of Rochester, 7:00p.m.

SPORTS Womens’s Soccer

Young, Talented and

By Keval Mehta
Photos by Elizibeth Torgerson
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RIT’s next opponent: Richard Stockton

of Pamoma, NJ. Before the Tigers I
their cleats they knew the compe

would be fierce. Stockton was ran
in the national preseason poll and made it

to the third round of the NCAAs last year.
As they did in the beginning of the prior
game, RIT came out strong. Abdul Kamara

found the back of the net at the 22-minute
mark. The assist came from senior forward
Rob Galinski. Richard Stockton fought right

back, scoring in the 38th minute and
sealing the game in the 56th. After the

team’s second 2-1 loss of the weekend,
Coach Garno pointed to lack of aggressive

defensive play for the team’s loss.
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Garno was disappoin

Eric Krom ,

Galinski each made the 1999 All-Tourna

ment Team. •
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The RIT Cultural Spotlight and Performing Artist Series and the Latin American Student Association resents:

Ia~ieva entin Tickets:Quintet
in concert

:~ ~

Pick up your FREE
copy of USA TObAY S e ~ t e mb

Monday - Friday at
Grace Watson

Liberal Arts Building
NTIb - bining Commons

3 weeks
of laundry
2 quar ers.

OPEN AN ACCOUNT AND GET A $50 ~. GIFT CERTIFICATE.
Sorry, we can’t help you with your laundry But, we can help make your banking easy. And affoitlable. The Fleet Student Account

Package comes with a Fleet Self Service Checking Account, unlimited 24-hour electronic access by Web, phone or at an on-campus
or nearby ATM, all for a low monthly fee. And you pay no monthly fee forJune, July and August as long as you’re a student. Open
an account now and get a $50 CDNow gift certificate. Visit us at www.fleet.com/instep. Everything in college should be this easy.

Member FDIC. Fleet and Ready When You Are are registered marks and Fleet Self Service Checking is a service mark of Fleet F nancial Group, Inc. 01999 Fleet Financial Group, Inc All rights reserved.

New For 1999-2000

USA TODAY

Readership Program

A
$4 students
$8 faculty! staff!

alumni
$12 general public

Tickets on sale now in the
RIT Gameroom. Tickets
can be resevedlcharged by
phone. Call 475-
2239v/tty.

•The RlTreat
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By Kelly Pearson

II

W hen thinking back to last year,many will remember the not-so-
pretty construction site, adjacent to the
track and field, that they encountered
while walking to and from classes. For
those who were not at RIT last year or
those who just cannot remember, the
construction sight seemed to be more of
a jumbled mess of bulldozers and mud,
rather than that of a site where work was
being completed. Months passed before
students and faculty saw any work being
done on the field, yet, as a community,
we were told that our money was being
put to good use. Finally, in late April, the
sod was laid and the new track was
installed. As the spring rolled into
summer the construction site became a
signature statement of the good things to
come in RIT’s athletic program.

As the 1999 athletic year begins, RIT
has more to offer varsity sports teams than
ever before. Not only has RIT refurbished

the track and field, but they have also
added a new scoreboard. New dugouts

have been installed for Women’s Softball
and renovations have been made to the
Frank Ritter Arena; including the addition

of new dasher boards, made of a metal
frame, protected by a thick plastic.
Tempered, seamless glass and netting have

also been installed for the safety and
protection of players and fans. All that
remains to be completed is the renovation

of the varsity training rooms. The ground
work for the eight lane, Olympic size track

and field started a year ago and, included
laying the foundation for a drainage and
irrigation system. For the first time in

several years, RIT hopes to host track and
field home meets. The new field will house
all the home games for Men’s and Women’s

Varsity Soccer and Lacrosse.

28.

“The new track and field

should be recognized as the
best playing surface in the
area and, is either comparable

to or better than that of the
University of Rochester’s

Fauver Stadium” states Lou
Spiotti, Director of Athletics.
Spiotti is very excited about

the renovations and feels that
RIT has some of the best facil
ities to offer its athletes.

Chuck Mitrano, Director of Sports Infor
mation, shows the same enthusiasm as that
of Spiotti. Mitrano, as he remembers back

to last year, says just take a look at the
new facilities as compared to last year—

there is so much more to offer athletes and
fans this year. The general consensus is

that the newest athletic facilities seem to
be a hit with players, coaches, and the
administration. While supporting each of

RIT’s sports team fans, students and faculty
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alike should take note of all the exciting
new renovations that have raised the

quality of RIT’s athletic program. •

Coach:Jim Bodenstedt (third year as a Varsity
sport, Bodenstedt established Crew as club
sport in spring of 1993).

Last year: Varsity 8 received a bronze

medal at the Stonehurst Invitational Regatta
and the Head of the Fish. Won a silver medal

at the Dad Vails last spring.
Key Veterans: Brian Marcais, Matt Huray,

Ian Mack, and Chris Schuck
Season Outlook: Should contend for state

and national title.

WOMEN’S CREW
Coach: Jim Bodenstedt

Last year: For the first time the team had
two eights and a four-person crew.

Key Veterans: Elizabeth Chang and Joye

Kleist.
Season Outlook: Building two-champi

onship caliber eights.

MEN’S SOCCER

Coach: Bill Garno (4th season, 27-21-3).

Last year~ 10-7-1, ECAC Semin-Finalist.
Returning Starters: Defenders: Adam Cisz

So., Eric TruscottJr., Midfielders: Rob Galinski
Sr., Eric Kromer Sr., Cody Ostrum So.;
Forward: Eric Seider So. Possible Starters:
Goalkeepers: Aaron Landers Jr., Kevin

Meredith Jr.; Defenders: Jared White So.,

Graham Yeager So.; Forwards: Vance Kiviranna
Sr., Ryan RiskoskyJr.

Season Outlook: The Tigers hope to
improve on last years 10-7-1 performance.

Offence is atop the list of factors that will play
a role in the success of this team. In the past

Coach: Tom Natalie (4th season, 19-25-3).
Last year: 8-9, qualified for NYSWCAA

State Championship, lost in first round to
Elmira. Returning Starters: Defense: Wendy
Right Sr., Shannon Slavin So.; Midflelder:
Sarah Scanlon Sr., Janice Steinheider So. Key

Newcomers: Forward: Carol Rivers So.;
Defense: Rachel Miller Fr., Maura Scanlon Fr.

Season Outlook: This year’s women’s

soccer team has a new look. With a large
turnover from last season, more than half the
team is new. Besides the teams initial lack of

cohesion, having “one of the most competitive
schedules in all of Division III” will make this
season challenging. To their advantage, Coach

Natalie says this team is extremely athletic
and skilled. The team goal is to obtain a post
season bid.

WOMEN’S TENNIS

Coach: Ann Nealon (28th year, 180-8

Last year: 6-3 (22nd consecutive .500 or
better winning percentage).

Key returnees: Melanie Lowe So., Kristen
Silvester So., Emy Zapiec Sr., Ashl ley,

Sarah BrettJr. and Jennifer TiptonJ
Season Outlook: Under Coach ea on, the

RIT women’s tennis program has not had a
losing season since 1975. This year Nealon says

she has a “wonderful group of girls with great
team spirit.” This is a young team; having only
one senior. Nealon expects the “team to

compete at a high level,” but she admits it will
be a “challenging year.”

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL

Coach: Tim Cowie (4th season, 92-34).

Last year~ 33-10, won the NYSWCAA Tour
nament and made the NCAA Tournament.

Returning Starters: Jill Brewer Jr., Kelly

Feiner Sr., Ushi Patel Sr., Emily Verbridge So.,
Allison Miller So. Key Newcomers: Amy Baxter
Fr. and Erin Morsch So. Season Outlook:

Rebuild from the loss of four key individuals.
Coach Cowie has brought the Tigers to the

NCAA Tournament in each of his three years at
RIT and he hopes to do it again. They have the
talent and chemistry to win, but their confi

dence and mental toughness will determine
their success.

Extra note: Patel needs 1,730 assists to
become the all-time Division III leader.

MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
Coach: DavidJ. Warth (3rd year).

Last year~ 1998 Cross-Country Team Acad
emic All-Americans. Returning runners (9): Rich

Neiley Sr., Darryl CooneyJr., Richard BoehmJr.,

Scott Luzzi Jr., Andy Hartman Jr., Jonah
Goodman Jr., Mark Huether Jr., Blame Moore

So., Aaron Fox So.
Key freshman: Mike Latham, Joshua

Mattos, Eric Schoeberlein and

believes they ca

their District qualif~’ for Nationals. •

I I I II

.
‘FALL SEASON PREVIEW
f Varsity Sports they have relied on a few players to carry the

team, most specifically on offence. This year
by Aiidrew Quagliata coach Garno is looking for more competitive

players who are ready to take the next step.
He wants “guys who are physically and

iiEN’S CREW mentally able to play at a high level for 90
minutes a game.”

WOMEN’S SOCCER
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W hen thinking back to last year,many will remember the not-so-
pretty construction site, adjacent to the
track and field, that they encountered
while walking to and from classes. For
those who were not at RIT last year or
those who just cannot remember, the
construction sight seemed to be more of
a jumbled mess of bulldozers and mud,
rather than that of a site where work was
being completed. Months passed before
students and faculty saw any work being
done on the field, yet, as a community,
we were told that our money was being
put to good use. Finally, in late April, the
sod was laid and the new track was
installed. As the spring rolled into
summer the construction site became a
signature statement of the good things to
come in RIT’s athletic program.

As the 1999 athletic year begins, RIT
has more to offer varsity sports teams than
ever before. Not only has RIT refurbished

the track and field, but they have also
added a new scoreboard. New dugouts

have been installed for Women’s Softball
and renovations have been made to the
Frank Ritter Arena; including the addition

of new dasher boards, made of a metal
frame, protected by a thick plastic.
Tempered, seamless glass and netting have

also been installed for the safety and
protection of players and fans. All that
remains to be completed is the renovation

of the varsity training rooms. The ground
work for the eight lane, Olympic size track

and field started a year ago and, included
laying the foundation for a drainage and
irrigation system. For the first time in

several years, RIT hopes to host track and
field home meets. The new field will house
all the home games for Men’s and Women’s

Varsity Soccer and Lacrosse.
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a planetary low-gravity day is a good
idea?
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got deas
Its a new school year and we know you all have great ideas about how to
make RIT better. And SG wants to hear them. Come share your ideas, and
a tall glass of milk, with Pat and Josh, the President and Vice President of
Student Government, when they listen to what you have to say on Thursday,
September 30th from 5:OO-7:bO PM in the Ritz.
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